Harmonization Subcommittee Update

- **Medication Terminology**
  
  *Detailed Review of Project Spreadsheet of Metadata, Data Elements used in Medication Management*

  *Call every other Monday at 2 ET*

- **Clinical, Administrative and Financial Terminology**
  
  *Selected Location of Service as initial project*

- **Data Elements, Template, and Value Sets**
  
  *Looking at Primary Diagnosis*

  *Clarify HITSP Data Architecture role of HITSP versus SDOs*

  *Calls every other Monday at 2 ET and Wednesday at 10:30*
Information Interchange Subcommittee Update

- Completed Analysis of SDO Envelope Metadata
  Defined Message Layers from Transport through Payload

- Evaluating SCO Summit projects
  *NCPDP-HL7 Work on Queries for Specific Clinical Data, e.g., allergies*
  *Provider Registry project*

*Call every other Monday at 3 ET*
Foundations Committee Update

- Security and Privacy Subcommittee
  - Remains on hiatus – work now in SPI TC

- Key Contacts
  - Bob Dolin, MD, co-chair, Harmonization Subcommittee
  - Greg Seppala, co-chair, Information Interchange Subcommittee
  - Michelle Deane for further information on participation
SCO Summit Relationship

- Foundations and SCO Summit continue to coordinate activities and joint work

- Two harmonization patterns have emerged
  - Collaboration with SDOs aimed at prospective harmonization
  - TCs selecting standards/vocabulary to go forward into rulemaking